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HOLLINGBURY PARK AND WATERHALL GOLF COURSES 
 

GREEN GROUP AMENDMENT 
 
 

To add a recommendation 2.4 as shown below in bold italics; 
 
 
2.4      That as part of the further report, committee agrees to consider an 

additional alternative option, as set out below: 
 

Option 5: To bring the operation of both golf courses back in-house with 
the option to convert one or both of the courses into a different type of 
leisure facility or environmental space 
 

             This option will explore the opportunity and financial viability of 
bringing both courses back in-house, with the option of converting one 
or both of the golf courses into different types of leisure facilities, as 
referred to in 4.3 of this report, and including the option to explore the 
feasibility of a rewilding project. 
  
 
Proposed by: Cllr Ebel  Seconded by: Cllr Druitt 
 
 
 

Recommendations if carried to read: 

 

That Committee: 
 
 2.1     Approves the marketing of Hollingbury Park Golf Course and the Waterhall Golf 

Course on long term leases for either golf or other leisure use. 2.2 Delegates 
authority to the Executive Director, Economy, Environment & Culture to 
undertake the marketing exercise referred to in 2.1. 2.3 Notes that a further 
report will be brought back to a future meeting of the Committee which will set 
out the outcome of the marketing exercise referred to in 2.1. 

 
2.2      Delegates authority to the Executive Director, Economy, Environment & Culture 

to undertake the marketing exercise referred to in 2.1. 2.3 Notes that a further 
report will be brought back to a future meeting of the Committee which will set 
out the outcome of the marketing exercise referred to in 2.1. 

 
2.3      Notes that a further report will be brought back to a future meeting of the 
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Committee 

 
2.4      That as part of the further report, committee agrees to consider an additional 

alternative option, as set out below: 
 

Option 5: To bring the operation of both golf courses back in-house with the 
option to convert one or both of the courses into a different type of leisure 
facility or environmental space 
 

             This option will explore the opportunity and financial viability of bringing both 
courses back in-house, with the option of converting one or both of the golf 
courses into different types of leisure facilities, as referred to in 4.3 of this 
report, and including the option to explore the feasibility of a rewilding project. 
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